COMMUNITY STAGE

12:05  DJ CIARA DOMINIQUE TAKEOVER
12:50  ECHINACEA
1:20   MISS KERI OKI
1:35   MOONSHINE THE DRAG THING
1:45   SD COASTERS
2:15   MOONSHINE THE DRAG THING
2:30   GOLDIE
3:30   DRAG STORYTIME WITH J-LAU
3:50   DJ ESPIRAL
4:20   CHIEF DAVEY
5:00   DJ CIARA DOMINIQUE

MAIN STAGE

12:00  LAND RECOGNITION AND DEDICATION
       TIMOTHY RUISE
       STRONG HEARTED NATIVE
       WOMEN’S COALITION
12:30  KEYNOTE: FERNANDO LOPEZ
       SD PRIDE DIRECTOR
12:40  DJ INSPIRE
1:00   RESPITE BAND
1:30   CHEER EXTREME
       STAND OUTS BAND
2:30   DRAG STORY TIME JLAU FARROW
       ISSADORA AVA POP ARTIST
3:30   DRAG PERFORMANCE JACKET KNIGHTLEY
       TOPEKA CLEMENTINE
       DECCA JAMES
4:30   DJ INSPIRE W/SPECIAL DROP IN GUESTS